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IN TktUDUe Ti. Ulu{
THE GROWTH OF TIE !LUNG KUNU WATL ITt t'MU 11YLU.71,Lj.
The industrial environment or tiong none wiii%vi -La
particularly suited to small and light consumer goods
industries has enabled the rapid growth of the clock and
watch industry in the Colony. The growing demand for
Hong Kong made watch cases, watch dials and other accessories
by overdeas manufacturers of complete watches led to the
expansion of the industry with particular emphasis on the
production of watch parts. Manufacture and export of
watches assembled in Hoig Kong with foreign made
complete
movements constitute the mainstay of the watch industry.1
The industry domestic exports of watch parts and accessories
T
have increased from HK 87 million in 1967 to hK 275 million
in 1971, representing an annual growth rate of 79 percent
in five years.. In order to present a clear picture of
domestic exports, Table 1 shows figures from 1967 to 1971.
The Indian Chamber of uouunei cG «U U W b:
Industrial Hon Kon Clocks Watches L. 1970, p9
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Here "n.e.s." means "not elsewhere specified".
Export value in HK1,000.
Source: Hong Kong Census & Statistics Department, Hong
Kong Trade Statistics, 1967-1971.
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The establishment of factories in the industry is
another indicator which blhovis there is still room for
With the exception of non-registered factories
growth,
with the Commerce and Industry Department, there are
311 factories registered with the Department .for certifi--
cate of origin purposes at the end of 1971. however 944
factories are watch parts manufacturers which account for
a 78.4 percent in this sector of the industry p
About one-fourth of the factories in the inaustiry
were established* before 1961 while over 25 percent were
established between 1963 and 19b9, but lbO factories
started business between 1968 and 1971, reflecting the
rapid growth of he- industry -in the last decade. Table 2
describes the breakdown of factories by date of establish.
ment started from 1955 to .1971 in consecutive years.
In addition to the unique characteristics or the
watch parts industry g there are several factors which
caused to be another year of healthy growth and progress.
These advantages arise chiefly from the following factors:
1. The infux cif refugees from China, and women
entering the workforce, there has been a great increase
in the supply of both skilled and unskilled labour.
12
TABLE 2
































































Total 67 257 311 n.a.
Number of factories eatablishment in 1971 was
obtained on request from the Hong Kong Commerce and
Industry Department.
Source: Hong Kong Commerce and Industry De artment, The
Watch & Clock Industry, Report on Industry
Survey No. 6. (Hong Kong:Commerce and Industry
Department, 1969).
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This increase in comparatively cheap and efficient labour
has contributed much to this labour intensive industry.
2. The availability of good warehousing, shipping,
banking, and insurance facilities has caused rapid growth.
3. Government interference with economic processes
has been kept to a minimum.The low taxation encourages
foreign investors. As a result, some factories have been
licensed by Swiss, U.S., and Japanese watch and clock
manufacturers to produce clock and watch parts.
4. With a continuous increasing population and
rising standard of living, this business provides better
marketing possibilities for manufacturing watch parts and
accessories.
14
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The watch parts industry snows good potential for
further development, and can look to ti-ie seventies with.
optimism. So a study. of this nature is highly desirable..
The objectives are defined as follows:
1. To give a clear framework of the industry
2. To evaluate the present performance of some
representative firms in the' industry with
special emphasis on the marketing activities
3. To build a model for the present market
4. To make recoriummendations, for the future marketing
management of the industry as a whole.
The other reasons for the study' are the unique charac-
teristics that cc.use the industry to be. divided into two
categories: Watch itianufacture and assembly and the manu--
facture of watch parts arid accessories. The later involves
the major sector in the industry and it is believed that
under the present circumstances, the possibility of develo-
ping the complete watch is being evaluated. Furthermore,
At is necessary to examine the attributes of the industry
to determine whether it is product-oriented or market-
oriented in terms of export strategies
15
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
A.Questionnaire
The study was based on mail questionnaires to all
the watch parts manufacturers with the exception of the 12
selected firms to be interviewed. till respondents were
requested to cor,ii'lete the questionnaires either in English
or Chinese and provided with stamped return envelope. To
ensure the co-cperation of the candidates, the letter
stressed that all information obtained and opinions given
mould anomfrnnilp,- 2
The survey took place in ilong Kong frow January
to April, 1972. fhe results were that of the 432 question.
naires sent out, nl were returned of these 44 completed
12 were returned bein4 impossible to deliver, 5 were discarded.
because of incompleteness, 12 were selected for interview
and 172 refused to .cooperate.
B. Personal Interview
The survey was conducted during the first half of
1972 by personal interviews with .executives of 11
.salected
firms, since one of .the 12 firms was not inL erviewed due
to the absence of che top manager...:.The 12 firItzs were
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chosen by use of the following criteria
1. Those factories which would provide a represen-
tative picture of trio industry and assure that the factors
of- size, number of wbrker,s employed, and product character
istics which could be specific to the type of industry.
2. Factories should be well-known in marketing acti-
vities, otherwise they would not provide meaningful infor-
mation concerning marketing management.
3. Government units. such as the Hong Kong Labour
Department, the Commerce and Industry Department, and
Census and Statistics Department. Semi-government units
such as the Hong Kong Trade Development Council would also
be included.'
C. Letters to be bent to roreign upurilur.Luu
In order to obtain more information about marketing
activities* in the industry from. foreign countries, especially
Asian countries, 33 letters were sent during the end of
5 Of these, 10December, 1971 and early January, 1972.
responsed and 3 letters referred the author to other
departments.
The names of 11 selected factories are provided
on p. ii.





Fieldwork was conducted for a period of one week
to observe the activities in a watch parts manufacturing
company, and the activities took place in the Sales and
Production* Departm ents. Informal meetings. with sales mana-
gers and general manager were held at the time of the.
plant observation survey.. This provided the writer a
better understanding of the .industry.
LIMITATIONS
Any study of this scope has necessary limitations.
The major restriction was the low rate of response from
the questionnaire survey. Hong Kong businessmen are reluc-
tant-to reveal what they regard as company or trade secrets
or to express themselves under survey conditions.
Cooperation from the respondent factories for
interviews'. was good. A few respondents. refused to give
certain information on the grounds that 14 was confidential
but they still provided useful information in the interview.
The industry, in terms of production, marketing,
and organization, is small. Therefore, there is little
secondary data available to, design a study of this nature.
18
CHAPTER I l
THE HONG KONG WATCH PARTS INDUSTRY IN GENERAL
STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
Manufacture of watch parts and accessories mainly
consists of those factories that rnaniifactur.a watch cases,
watch bands, crowns, dials, buckles for straps, crystals,'
spring bars and various parts. It is' entirely different
from those factories that manufacture clocks an6 assemble
watches. Assembling requires dust-free surroundings with
humidity control' and air-conditioning together with highly
technological know-how and heavy investment. Also, a
complete watch which is directly sold to agents or retailers
and then to the ultimate user, must apply more skillful
marketing techniques. Hence the domestic exports of-
complete watches are. totally dependent on the-supply of
movements' imported..
The composition of watch parts falls into the
following eleven items in which most products are classi-
fied in terms of materials used. The-kinds of' products
and the number of factories. in each individual items are
presented in Table 3. However some factories produce
more than one part,
19
TABLE 3
BREAKDOWN OF FACTORIES BY KINDS OF PRODUCTS
Number of
FactoriesNumber Kinds of Watcri rare b
17
1. Watch bands, leatrier
117
2. Watch bands, metal
43. Watch bands, nylon
13











10. Watch spring bar




Source: The, Indian Chamber of Commerce Hong on69




In the index of items which are shown in Hong Kong
Trade Statistics, there are only nine classifications of
watch parts and some items which have no clear distinction
made between watch parts. Watch assemblers and clock assemblers
are not illistrated, According to common practice, watch
parts are-in classifications 841 293' 84],294, 841 3039 864 140,
864 290 and o97 201. The nine classifications and index of
items of watch parts and accessories are all included in Table 4.
At the time of the.survey, there were 244 factories
registered in the Department of Commerce and Industry for
certificate of origin. It is believed that 'if the unregistered
factories were included, it would total about three hundred.
Over 50 percent of the factories are small concerns employing
less than 20 workers. On the other hand, there are 4 factories
employing more than 500 workers each and 7 others employing
.30u-400 workers. These 11 factories employ about one-third
b
of the industry's -total work force.
Manufacturers of watch parts..and. accessories are
mostly 'located at the Taikoltsui, Mongkok, Kungtong, Yaum ti:
and Shamshuipo districts in Kowloon with very few in the
New Territories and hong Kong Island.
Personal interview with Mr. Albert E. Gazeley,
the ueneral 1Nanager, Stelux Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.
7
Hong Kong Trade Development Council, Hong Kon_




Code NumberNumber Kinds of Items
1 Watch glass, not work, other
664 930than out of shape
8906652 Watch glass, work
3 Watch straps of textile
293841materials
4 Match straps of plastic
294841materials
841. 3035 Watch straps, leather
14.08646 Watch cases. and parts thereof
.2908647 Watch parts, n.e.s.'
$ Watch chains, precious metal,
119897gem-set or not
9' Watch bands, metal (excluding
201897precious metal)
Here n. e. s. means not elsewnere 3pet:ll ltJu'.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics uepartmen s




The principal raw materials for the manuf. acturitlg
of watch parts are mainly from Japan, the United States,
West Germany, and Switzerland. The normal sources of supply
for raw materials used in the industry are shown in
Table 5.
B. Machinery and Equipment
The majority of. machinery and, equipment used by the
manufacturers are supplied to' a significant proportion in
Hong Kong. The machinery used by the industry includes
power presses, polishing machines and lathes. Other items
of machinery and country of origin are listed in Table 6.
C. Employment
Total employment in the industry numbered 15,652
in 1971,* of which nearly half of the production work force
consisted of. female workers. Workers can be classified
into craftsmen, operatives,* general* workers and outwo: kern.
The total employment shows only the paid workers in registered
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business which are usually subcontractors to large'br' mectlun
factories.
Production workers work on a daily rate and paid
fortnightly. Average monthly wages for production workers
amount to approximately HK4400 for general workers e
26
TABLE 5
SOURCE OF SUPiLY OF RAW NATEAIALS
Normal Sources of Supplyitaw iiaz a rla.Ls
Japan, U.S.A., West Germany,Stainless steal strip,
Sweden, United Kingdom, Belgium,sheet and waste
Australia
U. S. A.Gold-filled strip
Japan, U.S.A., Sweden, WestStainless steel wire
Germany, Switzerland, United-
Kingdom
U.S. A., United KingdomRolled gold wire
Other metals in Japan, United Kingdom,.West
Ge rrmany,. Aus tral.a, Hong Kong,Various form
Switzerland
Hone KongCrystals
Hong Kong, United Kingdom, U.S.A.,Leather and leather
Switzerland, West Germany, Italy,scrap
Australia.
Singapore, FranceCrocodile skin and
scrap
uougSource: along ng Census ,statistics Department,




Country of OriginKinds of ,1achinery
Hong Kong,. ChinaManual press
Hong Kong, China, U.S.A., Canada
Power press
.Hong Kong, China, Japan, UnitedLathe,
Kingdom.
Japan West Germany, Hong LongKnitting I bralclingj
machine
Japan, China, Hong Kong, UnitedDrilling machine
Kingdom, U.S.A., etc.
Hong Kong, Canada, Japan, U.S.A.,
.Air press
Demank
Hong Kong, Sweden, apan, u. 5. ti.Polishing machine
West Germany
Hong Kong, U.5,A., japan, tioilanaSurface grinding
ma chine
Fong Kong, ChinaCutting machine
Hong Kong, Japan, ChinaMilling machine
Hong KoiLapping machine
Hohg Kong,. JapanWelding machine
U.S.A., Japan, uwest GermanySewing machine
Hong Kong,SwitzerlandEngraving machine
Hong Kong, Japan, ChinaSpring forming machine
,•Hong nong, 5wit zer Tana, u apanOther types of
U•J• A.machinery
Source: The Indian Chamber of Comiiierce Hong Kong, Industrial
tioi. Kong Clocks Watches, 1970, p.10.
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unregistered factories and the children and women aevoi .ng
part time basis in productive activities in their family
,business which are usually subcontractors to large or
medium factories
Production workers work on a daily rate anu p iu
fortnightly. Average monthly wages for production workers
amount to approximately hK4700-900 for skilled craftsmen'
HK4500-600 for operatives and 11K0400 for genor'al workers.
Factories normally operate on a shift basis. of 8-10 hours
a day. A few exceptions operate two shifts daily.
The major problem in the industry is labour snore age.
There was a iotal of 1,032 vacancies, of which 74.9 were for
female operatives., the number of vacaiieie3 reprezentod about
3 percent of the existing production work force. This problem
seems not to be so serious, but the larger the size' of the
factories, the more there are difficulties in employing
adequate workers. For example, there was an alleged shortage
of qualified craftsmen in large factories.
General workers, especially tema.Le woi KEtru all
usually be recruited from:
1. Those girls who have left their .primary or middle
schools with the hopes of mastering a skill and earning a
living, or those who wish to work for their own living can
26
enter the industry. hence the skill requirements are
low.
2. Skilled or semi-skilled workers shifting from
one firm to another within the industry.
3.External sources and promotion from within..
In order to. present a clear. picture of employ-
t and vacancies for male and female workers in the
man
watch cases, watch dial and watch bands industry from'
the year 1905 to 1971, Table 7 is described....
28
TEE INDUSRY IS OUP
A. Manufacturing Processes es
While raw materials involve-in production require
workers and machinery work-on-process, output of product
is the final stage. The manufacturing is not too compli-
cated since it is mainly composed of 5 processes in manu-
facturing metal watch parts, and 4 processes in nylon and
leather watch bands. For example, a stainless steel strap
is put into manufacturing through the following processes:
cutting, pressing, grinding, polishing and assembling, to
finished product. In summary the main' processes carried
out by-the industry are as follows:
1. Metal Watch Parts
(a) Cutting of steel or brass sheets,
(b) Pressing to the desired form,
(c) Grinding and polishing,
(d) Electroplating, if necessary, and
(e) Assembling.
2. Nylon and Leather Watch Bands
(a) Warping, weftin and weaving of nylon fibres,
(b) Bleaching and -dyeing (for nylon bands only),
(c) Uutting, pressing and rivetiag, and
(d) Finishing.
29
tlowever each major inanuf'acturi, 1irocess may be
broken down into minor processes. the -.poss.i bit-: breuk.
down processes are shown in the l'ollo-wing 1'iure 2.
FIGURE 2







Polishin, lapping faceting 6
Source: Personal interview with Mr. W. H. bong, the




It is believed that the watcn parts industry' s total
production nearly amounted to the value of export. No matter
what size factories, the industry produces for orders and not
for stock. The industry is reluctant to manufacture for stock
since the style of watches changes and factories do not use
an acquired brand name, with the exception of hoskopf which
is in the loci price market. Also there are no copy rignts
and the product is easily copied by local manufacturers.
These unique characteristics of production are




1968 proauction Local Sales Export Sales
TyFe producyt Qouantity Value Quantitv Value Qouantity Value
Metal watch
bands 67,148 157 6,8153 9955 3 2783
Metal watch
cases, 1,234 24577 38u 7,482 755 16,75.
Dials 616 1,71744 5. 171 1,2913 9008
Crowns 828 201 105431 39 9
at ch hands 26.5485 250451 15
ipring' bars 2t428109 560 1.044 347446,986 1.384
buckles 1,755 1,247 1,572 135 68591
Leather watch
bands 3, 610 21594 .141 573 3,470
r.V.C. watch
1.267bands 698 1.270 3 09 7
y1on watch
bands 2,735 134 2,uOl993 5 4 938
`l'ocal
n,a, 107.254 n.a. 145,065n. a.: 21, 453
Note: uantity in 1,000 dozen.
Value in ii,w1,,000, ex-.factory.
. Source: Ilona Kong (on i erce and Industry Department, ti
atch Clock 1ndustr, heport on Industry .3urvey
N0.U. ttong Kong: Com:iterc.: and Industry Dopart-
:nent, 1969.)





Maketing management is that area of company
management having to do with the broad problem of sales.
The marketing manager is usually responsible for the
followin kinds of decisions: prices, advertising and
other prornotion, sales managementent, the kind of product
to be manufactured, and the marketing channels to be
used.
Obviously, the types of marketing decisions
encountered vary-markedly among difrent kinds of companies
and as a separate function in the watch parts industry,
marketing management is relatively new. The view point of
those firms in the industry in which marketing decision
making is more formalized will be discussed and will be
applied to the total industry's marketing problem.
Before discussion of the marketing mix, it is
useful to recognize the functional marketing management
decisions. The basic responsibility of marketing manage-.
rent is to develop effective solutions to
llonn A. goward, marketing management:
and Decision, (nichard D. Irwin, 1ne. 1957), p.3.
NATUNE AND SCOPEOF MANKETING mnnCE
merketing problems
33
that will profitably maintain aemand for the firirr's proauctlve
resources. A total irarketing program reprserlts the inle-
gration of policies on a company's products, its marketing
channels, promotions! and prices. The policies that eraerL :a
in these four areas reprosent mariagemont's assessment of
the role that each of these factors should play in stimu-
lating derind. Tha 't is a marketing program should be planned
with some degree of emphasis on each factor. Within each
factor, there are also many alternatives. For example,
product "brand nacre" was suggested as the element of
product change. but product competition can encompass
other factors such-as product quality improvement, service
and delivery, style change, or the introdtction of a new
product feature. These changes may or may not eticompass
an establishmuent of a brand name.
The diversity and interrelationship of IarkeLing
management decisions in developing marketing programs and
including conscious management decisions in each of the
faur functional aarketi ng problem areas and in the sub-
problem areas as viell, is shown in Figure 3. thus, a
manufacturer must decide how important product competition
will be in it: muikeirlg program and the otlior alternutivaL,
namely, marketing channels, pricing and promation. More-
over, within the product area, the character of competition
4
is expreseen in eitner of two ways : tnrough product attribute
or through product - line composition. 9
PRODOCT
PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES - Differenttiation ,
style , quality , brand name , service
deulivery
PRODUCT- LINE COMPOSITION- Length of
line , interrelationshipof supply
and demand . cost and profit component
CHANNEL STRUCTURE - Arrangement of
channel system , lemgth and degree of
control of intermediaries
MARKETINGCHANNEL
TYPE OF CHANNELOUTLET - Choice
evaluation
MAHKET COVERAGE - Extent of geographical
coverage
ETING AH
FORM - The allocation of resources among
different types of oromotion : personal
selling , advertising , sales promotion
publicity, etc .
WEIGHT - The amount to be invested in
totalPROMOTION
MESSAGE- The basic message or messages.
to be communicatedto the market
TIME - The allocationof effort over time
PRICING
LEVEL - Determinationf the basic price
PRICE STRUCTURE- Use of price differen -
tials , product - line price relation
ship
FIGORE 3 MAHKETING MANAGEMENT DECISION
9
Kenneth R . Davis , ( The Ronald
PressCompany, New York , 1966 ) , pp . 3 - 9 .
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PKODUCT
I n order to provide a coneeptualizatiorsof product
P lanning and rn , nagemerrtin the industry , it is hypothesized
that a product model should be developed. T his model ( page
3 7 ) shows the various aspects of the two mjor managerial
marketing phases , which are product planning arid product
managementi a combined time and cost - revenue framework.
C ustomerneeds are at the top layer - of the model , indica -
ting their important position , and product activities and
events which result in meeting the customer wants , are at
the bottom layer . T he middle layer which is the quanti -
tative extent of dollar cost and dollar rvenue , shows the
financial relationship between buyer wants . A fter the product
has been marketed , results in revenues and product actsvties
result n costs .
I t is assumedthat a product is designedand a
sample is made according to the awarenessof buyer and
the market potential . T he sample is sent to different
agents which the manufacturerses . A t the same time
assuming the product is successfully introduced , the
product will go thraugh four distiact phases : introductory,
ponetrtion , stabilization and decline .
30
S ometimesif the manufcturerfinds that the desigend
watch part appears to be promising , but another miunufacturar,
usually a local factory , produces more effectively , the
product , or the brand name , may be sold or licensed to onotner
manufacturer. I n this situation the resulting revenue
be considered as partially offsetting the cost of product
planning or as a contributiontoward the manufacturer' s
profit .
D ollar cost and revenue may be determinedspecifi -
cally for each product or the product - line as a whole . A lso
if the product is marketed well , the contributionof that
product must be greater than costs incurred during the
planningphases 1 0
S o far the discussionwas intended to provide an
overall review of general product aspedts and their rela -
tionship to marketing management. P roduct planning and
product managmentwill now be explored .
1 0
K arl A . E lling , I ntroductionto M odern M arketing:
an A ppliedA ppro, ( I he M acmillanC omparty, N ew Y ork , l 9 6 9 ) ,
PP. 2 U 2 - 2 0 5 .
lrnovationC ustomer
C ustomerneedP otentiali V iarket
G ratifi cationC ustomer' s S pecificationN eeds
P rofitC ost and





B v - D rouct.
F ro . duct G atherinb
A ctivities I nformation
P roductand A bout P roduct P roductP roduct P roduct
nesearch - D evelopmenrE vents M anu - rketC ustomer H rarketfacturingN eeds I ntroduction P enetration
P roauctM arke
P roductS alesS tabilizationl
withdravwal
T ime
P roduct P lanning
P rouduct M anagement
FIGURE 4 PHOOLCT MODEL
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A. Product flu nnin
Prodyct plaruaing generally includes the activities
of product research and product development. The coordina-
tion of marketing wiih research and dcvelopment and decision
maiking in the planning process will provide the topics for
the treatment of product planning. It is assumed that the
manufacturer has established a research and development
department or marketing department which can appraise ideas
and make racommedati ons with respect to the product mix.
The activities and events of product planriin can be mentioned
In Figure -5 each item of the product planning processes is
self-explanatory. In addition, two points should be taken
into consideration, that is, after product testing shows
that it is not relevant to buyers wants or beyond the
factory's ability, then the product may be licensed, or
if product development is proven to be successful, the
flow of product concept can be carried out. But in the
case of failure, a third alternative is to abandon the
concept.
Despite careful. planning on the product manufac-
ture, nany manufacturers still suffer loss or failure in
receiving orders. The main reason for their failure is






























Source: Karl A. Elling, Introduction to Modern Marketing: An Applied Approach,
(The Macmillan Company, New York, 1969), P.210.
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Product planning involoves careful decision making.
basically there are three types of approaches to the rele-
vant decisions, namely, marginal decisions, matnematical
decisions, and environmental decisicns.
1. Markinal Uecisions
Marginal decision making is based on the change
inthe cost or profit margins by incremental changes in
the volame if sales or output at a constant capacity level.
It is assumed that the manufacturers in the industry mosjly
apply this approach, that is, manufacturers would calculate
the ccst, profit and volume componets before acceptance
of orders.
2. Mathemtical Decisions
This is a decision-making process that either
applies mathematical logic or formulers to problem areas.
The scientific method, operations research, or simulation
techniques generally are utilized for the construction of
models which may provide alternatives to facilitate the
conparison of courses of action. The goal is the gelection
of that courese of action which produces the optimal result.
3. Environme tal Decisions
This aspect of decision making rosults from the
product of the environment and the decision maker's-benavior.
The manager attempts to gain experience from the task-
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related environment of the factory and relationship wich
the external environment tomake decision. however this
role becomes increasinkly difficult as a process continues,
so this approach becomes as sophisticated and advanced as
the scientific decision making process.
B. product Management
Product management is the planning and supervision
involved in marketing the particular merchandise or service
at the places, times, and prices and in quantities which
11
will best serve tiro marketing objectives of the business.
in the other words, product management is a serie of
activities that zuides an existing product tnrough its
life cycle. It is also an extention of the product-planning
process.
In the administrative view of product management,
it involves three broad areas, such as, product standards,
listribution, and cost-revenue control.
1. product standards
product standards lead to product quality and
Quantity control. It is likely that the manufactur.:rs in
11
R.S. Alexander, Chainman committe on uefinitions,
American marketing Association, Marketing Detinitions: A
ulocssary of markeuing ierms (Chicago: American marketing
.ssociation l900).,
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the industry empnasize product quality rather than quuntity.
lso the assurfijtjon is that sniall factorles which api eel lo
the iow-price sesnent use relativel lower proaucc standards.
2. Distribution
A more condensed description of the distribution
channels in the industry appears in the next section.
3. cost-revenue comtrol
Ther are two major areas in this field, that is,
inventory management and product-market risk appraisals.
(a) inventory Hanagemcnt
To meet demend for the product quickly, inventories
are mainlained and stored. However maintaining inventory
is uneconcmical because of space required, the capital teld
up and the risk of rusting, or obsolecence. Fortunately,
inventory management is'not imporcant in the industry
because nearly all the mannufacturers produce according
to the specification of customers' orders.12
(b) Market hisk Appraisals
Minimizing market risk is accomplished by shitting
12
Sea Chapter Il, p.30.
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the manufacturer's product risk to a certain degree. ?or
example, goods are usually bought in terms of O.?.? or
F.O.B. basis.
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Channels of distribution can be either internal
departi:lents of a nanufacturing company or extrnal market-
irk a envies. All kinds of middlemen and many kinds of
facilitating ag ncies, such as watch assemblers, financial
institutions and advertising agencies, are potential
channel component:. These components are linked together
in the channel system by one or more of the ii irketing
"flow", including transfer and physical movement of mer-
chandise 9 transmission of information, and payi ent and
repayment of funds. It is therefore, the weans by which
manufactured goods reach the buyer, usually the forei6ri
watch assembling rr:anuracturer constitute the channels of
distribution. 13
Figure 6 shows the five typical distribution
channels for the watch parts industry, namely, direct selling,
local and foreign asserublers, watch house (wholesalers),
retailers and. local exporters. The diagram indicates the
movement the goods made by the local manufacturers through
the inlermedi.iry, to foreign or local assembers which
manufacture a complete watch,
13Distriouution channels are lso call trade
channels,or arketing channels,or channels of distri-
bution.
FIGURE 6
DISTKIBUTIONCHANNELS IN THE INDUSTRY
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Though tie dicect Channel of cii 3tribution is corn.
ulor,ly used in tha i.carketirig of industrial goods, this moLijod
of selling does not apply in the watch industry, Direct
selling probably should involve its own marketing department.
or export department, directly connecting the foreign buyers.
the es ,ablis hment of a foreign export firm might also be
necessary.
In many cases the foreign buyers tend to prefer
the practice of direct exporting because of confidence in
the manufacturer's prepperational service or technical
know-how in setting up the product. Usually the employment
of direct exporting involves large orders. As a result,
direct sales can be more economical in transportation, so
storage costs, and employment of a sales force.
B. Through Wholesaler ('Watch House) or Watch House Agent
Watch house wholesalers and watch house agents
are not similar. The basic distribution difference is that
manufacturer marketing the product through watch house
Wlolesalers must be concerned about the wholesaler's aggress-
iveness in contacting the foreign buyer3 on a lorig--term
basis. Furthermore the wholesaler usually provides information
and communicates to the importer for twe local manufacturer.
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I
Smonetimes the wnolosaler's counsel in fiu nciu and markating
canagemont is considered to be valuable. watch house wholo-
sale, are esLsblistred in foreign countries. in addition Lu
the above advantages, individual programs ire the financial
area may be a reduction of selling expenses, Storage, invan-
tory control, or manajeilent assistance in employing this
channel.
Watch house agents do not maintain as close a
relationship with the manufacturer as the watch house whole-
saler. a watch house agent is usually established in a
foreign market and maintains direct contact with its own
buyer and with the Bong iiong manufacturer or the wholesaler.
It is generally believed that this channel is not used by a
very large portion of the total watch parts industry in
Hong Kong.
C. Through Local tkxporuers
Most factories in the industry are small concerns.
It cay be assum.-d that the majority of factories utilize
Uiis channel of dis Lrib,ut1on. The main: functions of tare
local exporter are: connection with the overseas agents
3ending manufacturer's catalogues or samples to prospect-
ive buyers bargaining for price, quantity, wind quality
Speci ficctions and providing reuular market, and operational
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iniormation, for example, price cnanges,
le, Price cnanges, fasnion or slyl.
alserations and the econmic cimarte of the industpy y It
Should also be noted that local exaporters are not the sole
rcpre.entative of watch parts, but serve a number of otner
products and acquire Profit accordiri to, Grip: product hanuitiu.
UilA
3o far tle channels of distribution jr, the lliuustry
have been diJcu::5ed. Channel manage!.ent sho,.ld be resolvud
in.-or-der to tit how raanufacturevs detcr'mirw the kind
and number. of r.:idd le, r, who are willing to 1i,uid1o tneir
marketing activities. Gomparativo cost analysis of ch nnol
and tha relative dif.L'ieulty in obtaining' orders are next
discussed.
Compartive Cost of Channel
It has buern indicated that the most expensiv.
channel, from the manufacturer's point of view, uswlly
turn6 out to be that of direct exportin., A channel is
considered to be more direct dirct it eliminates sll middle-
nen and goes from manufacturer to buyer. Howeveer exporting
direcily will not often reduce in adminidstrurive and
marketing manuigernt. It may provide a better chance to provide: a betler chunce to
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contact buyers and gain power in terms or bargainins.
if outlets needed for proper distribution are
not avail able, this is especially likely to halpt on in
the case of small manufacturers, then a more costly channel
system may have. to be selected. Or, perhaps the manuf.cturer
is not satisfied witn the service rendered by the presen
agents. To offsot this, he may pass these responsibilitias
to his supplementing agents. Yet, the selection of channels
cannot be based solely on cost factors.shat really matters
are the objectives the manufacturer is trying to realize
through the use of a particular channel. Also production
capacity, size of factory,. marketing skill, arid the financial
situation are factors to be taken into consideration, but
not least, the decision on channels will be the combination
of judgerient of the middleman's ability, financial back-
ground reputation, and marketing expertise.
B. difficulty of obtaining orders
By acquiring more channels of distribution, the
manufacturer may obtain more orders. It is also beneficial
to,: iversify distribution channels. The Ldana8er should
decide ti is desired ratrket segmentation which channel should
be ern j toyed to reach tu*i'e particular market target. the
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Thigh pric and iiii,i quality market will be. bes c serveu uy
direct exporting. :l er :as the low price market can be
reached by most of' btic other means.
PAOMOTION
The promotion of a product is a series of activitcition
that favorably influence the task of selling idea product to
ising
its customer. liesc L cLivities may be ei tllev the advert
or the Publicizing of a product. however, as the product
i::odel indicated, tLi eru are two phases in a product's life.'
ihey are product -planni.,g and. product niariagmelit. And it is
1:.
evident, that product promotional activities are all integral
part of product nianag uaent, that is facilitatirig sales of
a product.14 k e eas advertising is regarded as paid promotion.
and includes those activities by. which visual or oral messeges
are addressed to s1ecGed publics for the purpose of informin
and influencing them to buy products or services or to act
or to be inclint3d r u act favorably toward trademarks or•
institutions featured
14




N.Borden and M. V.marshall, Advertisin
mananement Text and ssaseg (iioLiiewood, IllilioiS: itichurd U.
Irwin Ina, 1959), p.3.
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The sstrenxth of the watcn p rts industry in hong
Kong depends on the buyers' specifications for oraers, It
is presumed tliat thu promotion uctivities involved in the
industry are likely to be Adptable and can be describad
accordingy.
promition ivself does not result in sales, but
it facilitates sales with the coordination of the total
marketing effort which is based on the marketing concept,
and because it can inform, persuade, anld recnind potential
customers.16 The medium applied in the industry may ba
class ified into direct promotional media and rrmas promotional
media.
A. Direct Promotional medium
Watch parts industry fairs, product sample give-
away, and printed material, with which the customer may come
into contact and place orders, are the dir:ct promotional
media.
1. Wat h--parts Industry Fairs
This function enables the customer to compr chend
the product and its appropiate product characteristics
see "Advertising: Its Marketing Role," Markeciong
Insights, April 3, 1967.
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iore readily. It is quite practical in otter indufies
such as, toy, faririent, elec tric appliance, wigs and the:,
like which use. faiv,5 or (Ji6plays in the f,oreign warket to
Promote its produc the proirotional activities are usually
sponsored by the Hong Kong Trade Development Counci17 and
With the cooperation of the Hong Kong manufacturers to
establish fairs in foreign markets. In response it is hoped
t1,at foreign buyers will place orders according, to their own
product speciiicatijn. There is no such promotion in the
watch parts irndustry. It is highly recommended.
2. Product Samples Give-away
Sometimes manufacturers in the industry send samples
direct to their potential customers or through the local
exporters and foreign watch house agents, but most of them
are reluctant to promote their products in this manner
because of other manufacturers may copy their samples. Product
samle give-aways may be expensive but it is worthwhile if
17
The Yong Kong Trade Dovelopment Council was found
in 1966, with overseas offices' in the Bone, Kong major export
.Tarket countries, namely, 'ew York, London, Brussels, Sydney
and others. Its prime function of oversea offices is to
promote trade between the impo rt countries and llong Kong,
provide rra.rketin and trade inforination, receive: truude
enquires:and send them back to headquarters answer questions
about hon.. ioncg put businessmen in contact with manufacturer
and exporters n i orl :tun. Cons .1derable trade is done in ti
areas and the initial irivestgations of trade complaints arty'
conducted as well.
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the manufacturer intends to create goodwill and loyal
patronage for his firm.
3, printed materia1s
Printed materials as direct promtional media
include picture, bulletin boards, calendars., posters and
signs that are di iplay'ed in sales offices, retail stores
end delivorod to forijri cuStamors.
B. mass Promotionalmedia
Indirect promotional media include periodicals,
newspapers and bulletins. Advertising of watch parts in
newspapers, periodicals and magazines is rarely done.
These indirect media are to some extent ineffective to the
importers because the audience is local.
paOMOTION MANAGOMENT
The fundamental work' for promotion management
consists. of promotional plarns and promotional budgets.
Though not much promotion effort has been done by the manu-
facturers in the industry, it would be advantageous if the
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manufacturer would use. promotion as one of the busic elements
of the marlecing mix.
PlanA. The Promotional Plan
Planning is the primary factor in promotion. The
question What does the manufacturer do if the. company wants
to attract new customers for its produc? and How is the
manufacturer going, to do promotion in order to change
company image or product image, to increase the effectiveness
of its sales team, or to enter the foreign market? must be
answered. The preliminary stage of planning is the alloca-
tion of resources among different types of promotion: direct
or mass promotion and the basic message or messages to be
communicated to the market over time. The selection of
promotional media depends on the manufacturer's philosophy
which involves whether or not the manufacturer wants to
develop his own promotional programs or to place promotional
materials directly with the appropiate media by use the
advertising agencies. lf an advertising agency is to be
chosen, the evaluation of the past performance and the talent
of the agency must be taken into account.
B . The Promotional Budget
Fanufacturers selom Know tiow mucti to upena or,
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the promotion program. Customarily, the manufacturer will
use a perceLtare that is based on sales estimates.
Another way of budgeting promotional eApenditures
is the task method which states the promotional requirement
for job. As an exwuple: defining possibilicies of entering
a new market and then determining the financial requirements
to achieve the target.
A third method to budget promotional effort is to
allocate a per unit allocation. Then a certain percentage
of the sales price of each unit sold is transferred to a
promotional fund.
Mathenatical models in estimating budget expenses
is another approach. Aside from the determination of the
amount, it is even more important Lo schedule the individual
promotional activities'in such a way that maximum sales
irnpacc is achieved. As product sales decline tho manufacturer
rl,ay put extra funds into promotion in order to stabilize
sales. Similarly, when sales are increasing, and the factory
may be unable to produce in sufficient volume so promotional
expenditures may be scheduled in such a way that promotions
maintain sales volume but do not result in extra sales.
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MARKETLKG RESESESARCH
A4arketini, research is the process by which inform-
ational inputs are specified, collected, analyzed and
presented for the purpose of providing the facts nece-s:jary.
or makin7 intelligent marketing decisions.18 The managerf OR making intelligent
should always attempt t.o use data sources within and without
tlho firma in order to c= :1Lat lis3li facts. The fact-firidirii
undertaken may liolp m inagement solve marketing problem:.
The rnana or should knout about research concepts functions
and applications in order to make decisions more effectively.
In regard to the economic climate, manufacturers
in hong tong generally pay more attention to marketing
management and use of the scientific approach. Marketing
research has recently become more important and receives
greater emphasis. Unfornately, very few factories in the
' atch parts industry use marketing research because the
industry is small in nature it may be, considered unecono-
mical to conduct scientific research to reveal facts and
analyze information for decision making. The industry seems
to be quite satisfied in their way of doing business according
to customers' specifications.
18
Milton P. Brown, hichard ii Candozo, Scott, m Cun-
ningham, walcer J. jalmon and nalph G.m. Sulton, problemes
in i4arketing, (McGraw--Hill. Book Company)1908, p.409.
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Though marketing research and the marketing concept
are new to most of the Hong Kong watch parts manufacturers,
surveys in one form or another are undertaken by several
government and non-government units. Chief contributors
are the Commercial and Industry Department of Hong Kong
Government which conducted a suryey on watches and clocks
in 1968 and the Indian Chamber which published a report in
the same field in 1969.
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Tie traditional method of pricing, V.hich wa3
based on a cost--i)lus-profit approach, is still a common
practice in the watch parts industry, though today's manager
should take a symbiotic approach in considering the domestic
and international 'ecoiiuwic climate, and his own as well as
nis buyers' profits and needs. Generally speaking, the
f ornlation of pricing policy and the setting of watch parts
prices requires rnanatevial understanding of the factors
that deterri-iiiie necessary sales volume. The sales momentum
results in production at- full capacity and optimum utilization
of resources. 1'urthcralore, it assures a rate of profit that
will allow them to stay competitive and generate funds for
exPansion.l
In the f'oliwoing example we can see row tree watcn
parts manufacturer estaLlishes price. far his product..
irst he -calculat ys the cost of the product with an expected
profit margin and then checks the price with reference. to
Lis production costs and product contribution. Comparison
is made with the line of product produced by competitors,
thn nri ce is determined. The bargaining. between manufacturer
19
Charles ii. Sevin, Anal zin. our cost, of i,,arketin
for '.ITail lvanufacturer 6iru11 iiu5inessAnagemant Aids
Administration, U.S. covernment Agency, washingtion,D.S,
1971),•pp•1-4
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and foreign importer is not so easily settled because orciers
are not given unti1 tno price meats the miporter's satis--
faction. Insofar as the order is accapted, the manufacturer
and importei. have reqd upon the terms of payment and speci-
ficdtions. In some cases the price of a certain type of
watch part is lower than what the manufacturer expected, in
which case the. quality of that particular product will be
lowered accordingly. It may be assumed that if the buyers
place orders that quality, quantity and the, product itself
meet the needs of the buyers,
most of the ,medium and large manufacturers do
establish an exporting department which has one or more
sales managers who are in charge of different territories
and maintain direct contact with foreign buyers. As a
result, the dependency on local exporters becomes less
while the reliance on foreign buyers. becomes graater. In
tr.is manner, the manufacturer has bargaining power. with
buyers for orders and uses local exporters for marketing
information.
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Pit 1C 1 NG iiAi A U Ei iE ivT
Tha. negotiation of* price depends in a rather
broad sense,' on the objectives of both parties. The buyer-
must consider the retail price level in the buyer's countries
commissions of importers and import duties... The manufact-
urer calculates the actual cost, profit, and other elements
of the marketing mix. The manufacturer' who takes the pinneer-
ing position -in the market becomes the price leader. The
later a manufacturer enters the market, the less likely
that his price will be higher. Two factors arise hich
dictate the manufacturer's pricing policy, these are industry
structure and the manufacturer's overall philosophy as
regards pricing.
A. Industry Structure
The structure of the Hong Kong watch. parts industry
was covered in Chapter. Two. It is now the intention to
point out characteristics of the industry which were not
previously mentioned.
Watch parts manufacturing. cloaoly reuernblo3 an
obligopoly. o prices tend to be mutually controlled br
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the large factories within the field and manufuctuvers ewphu-
size product qulitj and service offered in order to reinforce
pricin policy,
Another typical characteristic in the structure of
the industry is smu,ling of watches ehich the manufacturer
assembles ji th gong nong made waLcil parts and steal other
watches brand names. It is believed that those kinds of
operations yield believably large profits.
r'urt hermore Hong Kong is rc garded as a developing
area among Asia countries. In consequence, the industry
as a whole, is believed to produce the product which falls
in the low price range. So the pricing decisions in the
industry cannot be based on the higher priced segment.
B. Individual I,ianuf acturer t s Philosophy
In addition to the industry structure, managerial
philophy- also determines pricing policy, ihlangerial philo-•
sophy is articulated by the group of managers who are res-r
ponsible for the formulation of pricing policy and strategy.
It is related to the factory's' overall price structure arid
pricing practices for the products in the manufacturer's line
as well as certain pricing practices of given customers.20
20
earl . 1lling, Introduction to Modern. A arketir11.
{n lied k ,roach,( The i-iacmillan Gorrpany, 1Jetiv York, 1969),pp.327-328
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The overall price structure is the relative influence
of competitive and cost conditions faced by the factory. In
the case of the competitive condition, the manufacturer may
adopt a competitor-oriented product pricing approach, such as,
price leadership in the industry. However the small factories
generally follow the leader but sometimes shade prices in
order to increase orders.
The basic objective of a business is to make prorit
but some manufacturers may use varying pricing strategies,
for example, cut prices during a depression for short periods,
or a "come-in price" to induce buyers to place orders for
certain key items so they will buy other watch parts manu-
factured by the factory. These common practices may be
found in manufacturers who do not calculate the amount of






SU1WLY AND STATISTIGAL ANALYSIS
The purposo of this chapter is to analyse the
structure of the riong Kong watch parts market dimensions
in major export countries, and to evaluate the present
survey based on data obtained as to the actual situation
in the industry. After comparing the facts from the survey,
a more representative guideline for marketing management in
the industry may be approaehbd.
EXPORT MARKET
Watch parts and accessories exported consists
mainly of watch cases, watch bands, crowns, dials, buckles-
for straps,crystals,spring bars and various parts.21
Since there is a considerable amount of exported watch parts.
a description of kinds of watch parts exported to the major
markets is worthwhile.
21See Chapter Two a more detaiiea descriptionauouu
kinds of the product and its index to items are classified.
4A. Watch straps. Textile (Table 9)
Table 9 sn ows that Lebanon imported textile wacch
strap from llong Kong i? the vaue of ????0.325 m illon in the
year 1971. This accounted for 14 percent of ttie textile
watch straps exported. Other markets of importance are the
United States, A? scralia, United Kingdom, and France. U.S.
market tends to ro grow more rapidly. It snared only-3 percent
of the total market. 1967 but achieved more than 10 percent
in 1971.
B. Watch Straps. Plastic (Table 10)
U.S.A, United Kingdom, Switzerland, Nigeria and
uermany, took more than half of the Hong Kong market in 1971.
The total export in the colony enjoyed' a good year which
resulted in ilk O.4.6 million in 1967 to ilx 2.6 million in 1971.
It is expected tlat a substantial growth in the plastic watch
strap industry will take place in the cowing years.
C, Watch Straps, Leather (Table11)
Exports of leather watcn strap also recorded a
steady increase from Hx3.4 million in 1967 to HK 9.7 million
in 1971. U.S.A. and United Kingdom were the important markets
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TABLE9
HONG KONG WATC h STARPS, TEXT l LE EXPO n TS
BY COUHF i Y OF DESTINATION
FROM1 9 0 7 TO 1 9 7 1
1 9 6 71 9 7 1 1 9 6 81 9 6 91 9 7 1C ountry
7 1 . 12 6 9 . 29 6 . 13 1 4 . 73 2 5 . 0L ebanon
8 4 . 11 3 0 . 01 2 4 . 52 0 5 . 32 5 7 . 0united S tates
7 5 . 31 1 5 . 71 6 2 . 59 5 . 31 9 3 . 1hustralia
U nited 4 9 2 . 22 2 0 . 82 7 3 . 41 5 2 . 2 3 1 6 . 8K ingdom
1 9 8 . 05 7 . 59 3 . 01 2 8 . 71 4 5 . 7F rance
2 7 3 . 61 5 6 . 81 7 2 . 21 9 9 . 71 3 7 . 9P anama
9 0 . 02 7 . 01 9 7 . 81 3 5 0 . 21 1 8 . 8
3 5 . 32 3 . 32 0 1 . 27 7 . 61 0 5 . 7V enezuela
1 , 1 3 1 . 91 , 5 0 3 . 71 . 0 1 2 . 21 . 0 0 8 . 88 5 1 . 8O thers
2 , 4 5 1 . 52 , 5 0 4 . 02 . 3 3 2 . 92 , 4 8 2 . 12 , 2 8 7 . 2T otal
N ote : E xportV aluein HKSl , 0 0 0 .
S ource : H ong K ong C ensus & S tatisticsD epartment, H ong




NONG KONG STHA?J, PLASTIC EXTPURTS
Br CUUiu-Thx OF DESTIi4ATIUN
FrtOiyl 1907 1971
19 691971 19681970 1907ountry
0
sited States 699.4 b6.5971.9 485.7528.7
united Kingdom 60.0191.2 149.5 100.8 57.3
179.4 140.7182 .3.4itzerland 76.1 9.3
172.8 189.2 61.078.8
est Germany 123.1121 5 92.2 98.2 7-v7
2'
ru nc e 109.5 79.5 43.9 5.u 5.9
nada 88.6 'l 0.5906 3b.4 31e2
63,3 . o,8 11.834.9 31.2
hevs 361.6 235.4753.2 777.2 401.7
461.9al 2,342.1 1,792.8 1,250.52,652 3
Note: Export value in ciK41, 00.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department, kid
Kong Trade Statistics, 197-1971.
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TABLE 11.
BTHAS, LEATNER ESPORTSHONG HOUS STAIS, LEATNEN ESPONS
BY COBNTNY UY DESTINATIOH
1967 TO 1971
19671968196919701971nt rYuU
2,Q029, ,1,121.0W3,950aited States 3,999.1
::i ted
004.2 46o.34.ut .7714.71, 43.OinEd.om.
504.9494.1511.1477.7INzerland
151.E659.8 533.3594.bEST CERIKA NY 3 7.1




9 14.898 1 219141. 81,341.21,275.3,IzI'S
3,418.40,104.2 5,3528 042.7 935.68.165.7.cLa1
Nate: ExporL value in 1ih ..l,000
Sour. ce: Hong tipigr Census St aLlsLlcs iiepai•Llliwn
Kong-rade Statistics, 1967-1971
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acconnting for 62 pereent of the market in 1971 or nnb5.1
milliom. Suritzorland which showed an increaso from HKO.3
miillion in 1907 to HK0.5 million in 1971 and Canada which
increased from HK0.1 million in 1967 to HK0.3 million in
1971,are good potential markets.
D. Watcn cases and parts Thereof (Table 12)
Recording a 75 percent rise over 1970,the level
of domestic exports for the year 1971 were valued at
HK32.7 million. Switzerland was the prominent market
for watch cases and parts for nearly half of the total
exports in this category. Exports to switzerland showed
an appreciable annual growth rate increease of 40 percent,
from 1967 to 1971. It is interesting to note that Switzer-
land which manufactured 09.5 million watches and watch
moverents in 1969, deponds on outstde sources to manufacture
cases as local priduction in Switzerland is only 48 million
cases. Hong Kong caters to chis need of the Swlss markec
with the added advantage of the agreement entered thto
betwecn the Federation of Hong Kong Industries and the
Federation of Swiss Watch Manufactures.
The other important markets like U.S.S, Germany,
Jingapore, and belgium make up 40% of the market. The
69TABLE 12
HONG KONG WATCI CNSES AND PAKTS THEREOLH
DEMESTIE EAPONT
















8,254.5Total 11,900.832,67 24,765.3 14, 506.3
Note: Export value in HK 1,000
I Census Statistics liepartment,, none
.ource: hong Kong
Kong Trade Statisticst 19b7-1971.
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Singapore market has been expanding rapidly as is evidenced
by the sharp increases recorded from year to ye ro
E. Watch and Clock Parts (Table 13)
In the case of clock and watcl parts n.e.s (not
elsewhere specified), a significant feature was the sub
stantial increase in domestic exports from year to year.
From a negligible level of HK3.1 million in 1967, they
increased to HKVlO.3 million in 1971. The U. S. market. is
the most important market which has more than halfof total
market value. The second largest market is Switzerland
which tends to be the best prospect in the future. It
increased HK 0.7 million in 1967 to HK2.6 million in 1971
accounting for 24..percent of the category.
F. Watch Bands , Metal (Table 14)
The year 1971 saw the emergence of metal. watch
bands as the second biggest export item in the watch
industry and tine first position in the watch parts industry
reaching a record level of HK87.5 million in 1971. The
U. S. A. was still the majo market for this category and
it maintained its dominant position. The U,S. market
constituted nearly 30 percent in the year 1971.
Swizerland United Kingdom, Singapore' and Italy were-major








1.340.31,509.6United States5, 885.8 3,055.64,329.7
889.5 618.71,619.b 771.8Swizerland 2,563.5
Trucial
110.5 75.0States 515.8391.1
245.8 47.4315.7Belgium 354.5 327.6
20.7150.1 57.848.8Lebanon 76.8
134.8Irish Republic 118.3
8.228.5 9.5U. S. Oceania 109.5 44.8
115.8114.489.5United Kingdom 184.5 51.5
647.8 797.5684.7659.2Others 764.2
10.321.5 7.901.0 5.164.2Total 3, 425.0 3 ,101.7
Note: Export value in HK4i,UUU.
Source: Hong Kthig Census Statistics Department Hong
Kong Trade Statistics, 1967-1971•
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TABLE 14
HUNG KUNG VIATCH BANDS METAL
DOE 3TLC POkT
BY counTRY OT EESTINION
1967196196919701971Country
United 16a 860 .024,425.5199577e324,625.027,026.7States







West 809.91,039.81,338.52,580.4 1 0634.4Germany
8.377.-14,529.0199472o520307.523,938.3Other.
37,672.353.183.957,970.873,017.387,499.8Total
Note: ESPORT VALUE HK$1,000.
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics uepartmenti, Hong
Kong Trade Statistics, 1967-1971
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SURVEYAND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All the watch parts manufacturet's, including the
12 factories selccGed for personal interview, were requested
to complete a quetionnaire which included the main topic
of marketing management. There war• e 44 mail questionnaires
returned arid completed. The following analysis is the
result of the survey.22
A. Product (Tables 15. 16. 17.& 18)
There were 29 respondents accounting for 72.5 percent
of all respondent manufacturers who said that they compute
contribution figures for each of their products and the
27,5 percent do not compute the contribution for each
product but calculate product line contribution.
Amajority of factories (6b)4) indicated that their
present products were not marketed successfully and they
did not know their contribution ob jectivo3. That means
22
The results obtained from the personal inuerview
portion. appear as several inputs to the textual-material
concerning the nature: of marketing managen,erit in the iridust 'y
and reconunendations for improvement. Also the results from
personal interviews with those 11 factories differed from
the mail quest nnnaire results to the extent of utilization
of more sophisticated marketing management techniques. There-
fore these 11 factories cannot be considered as typical even
though they are the successful leaders in the industry.
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those factories do not define their, objectives or don't
know the extent to which product contributed to their
objectives. The following analysis may help to explain
why manufacturers don't know whetlier tiieir products are
achieving their goals or not.
l. Most manufacturers misunderstand the concept of
product iwtna ewelnt and have little idea of how much of
their marketing ef ort goes to bring in the aehieveu sales.
2. It is believed, that it is not worthwhile to compute
the contribution figures for each product in the small
factories. In some cases,. they even do not understahd
contribution concept.
3. Total dollar sales or exports tends to be only
criterion in measuring sucess of the firm.
Nearly half the manufacturers emphasized botli
product quality and (quantity in their production policy.
that. is, in order to build up the factory's loyalty,
product quality arid delivery service must be stressed.
ire answer is no-, really expected because it is believed
that most manufacturers would emphasize their products
either in quality or quantity..
tuality control. is carried out by on-line inspection.
This fact shows that either the establi3hrment of a control
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TABLE 15
NUMBER OF FACTORIES COMIUTE OK NOT COMIUTE
THE CONTKIBUTIORFOR EACH OF THEIN THODUCT
Number of Percentage
Factories of Total
compute the contribution for
each product 29 72 . 5
Not compute the contribution
for each product 15 27 . 5
Don ' t know 0 0 . 0
Total 44 100 . 0
TABLE 16




Yes 15 34 . 0
NO 22 50 . 0
Don ' t Know 7 16 . 0
Total 44 100 . 0
TABLE 17






Quality an quantity 21 47.7
Total 44 100.0
TABLE 18




Quality Control Department 5 11.4
Seceral inspectors 12 27.2
On-lline inspection 23 52.1
Others:material checks,check
up whenever possible or no




.department or employment of several inspectors is a less
than common practice in the industry. Generally speaking,
to control product quality by use of in-line inspection
shows that manufacturers intend to more fully utilize all
employees in production.
channe l s uj d I)Ul ia l es9. 20. 21. 22 & 23
An anlysis of the overall trends of domestic exports
of all categories of watch parts and accessories reveals that
the U.S.A., Switzerland, United Kingdom, West Germany, Canada
and some Asian countries, namely, Singapore, Japan and Taiwan
are the- important markets., Among these foreign markets,
countries maybe segmented .by product quality, price, customer,
or product characteristics. It is believed that the major
markets which imported Hong Kong watch parts are in the high
price segment. The data resulted in the-formulation of a
new hypothesis, Yet experience tells us that the stronghold
of the Hong Kong watch parts industry is. in the low-price
segment.
Most large manufacturers target the high-price
segment, whereas the medium and small size firms are trying

























Note: Local sales are not included.
Others include the countries: Mexico, Taiwan,




THE INDUSFRY S EXPORT MEDIA








Percentage of total in eAch media is calculated





ITS CHANNELS OF DISTRIBUTION
Degree of Satisfaction Number of Percentage
Factories of Total
Completely 12 27 . 5
Satisfied 23 52 . 2
Somewhat dissatisfied 9 20 . 3
Dissatisfied 0 0 . 0
Total 44 100 . 0
TABLE 22
FREQUENCY OF SEEKING THE ADVICE





negularly 9 20 . 3
Sometimes 22 50 . 0
Not often 6 13 . 6
Never 7 16 . 1
Total 44 100 . 0
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TABLE 23
BIFFICULT PROBLEMS WITH EXPOHTS IN THE
INDUSTRY RATED BY RESPONDENTS
Major Somewhat of Not much of No
Problem Problem a problem a problem Problem
High cost of productionas
a result of unstable orders 21 4 11 3 3
Profit margin too low due to
keen competition in foreign
markets 14 10 9 4 7
Export firms a middlemen take
too much share of profit 2 4 18 8 12
Finding proper ways to contact
oversea buyers 7 15 13 6 3
Foreigh governmental barrier 4 8 5 9 18
Financing 10 12 9 11 6
Others 6 0 0 0 0
Others indicates the rosponde . . ts regaided the unreliable supplies , their
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To select a channel: of distribution requires exten-
sive knowledge of the different middlemen available and
their capacity to p.,erform the neededactivities. In the
survey it -..as found a majority of manufacturers exported
their products through local export houses. A significant
number of factories also regarded watch wholesalers and
watch house agents as the best way to obtain orders and
information. 97.7 percent of the manufacturers employed
local exporters and middlemen, but only 2.3 percent engaged
in direct selling.
The type of middleman that should be used puzzles
management in the area of. channel. selection. About.20 per-
cent of-factories were somewhat dissatisfied or dissatisfied
in their present export firms. There is a tendency among
manufacturers towards more direct representation in foreign
markets which would allow them to perform more promotional
activities themselves. However because of the limitation
of financial resources, size of firm, and an uncertain buii-
ness 'environment manuifacturers hestitate to establish, their
own saleforce..
In an attempt to .alter the traditional pattern of
distribution channels, manufacturers are not satisfied with
their present channels for the following reasons:
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1. Middlemen take a large share of profit which causes
manufacturers to lose a certain degree of bargaining power
tience, the middleme gives the importer's order to those firms
that would most likely provide the highest margin.
2. Due to the absence of strong and reliable intermediate
sellers, manufacturers have been, forced to consider other
alternatives. The dishonest agents use one manufacturer's
sample to show importer and then give the order to those
ua nufacture rs who would give him the most. margin .
3. Some growing factories found.that their present
channel cannot cope with their expansion. in coururion practice',
the manufacturer must develop its own marketing department
to manage the middlemen.
A great number of factories felt that exports raised
more difficulties. The following reasons are stated:
1. high cost of production as a result of unstable orders.
2. Profit margin too low due to keep competition in
foreign inarkets.
3. Exporters as middlemen take too much share of profit.
4. Finding proper ways to contact oversea buyers.
5. Foreign government barriers:
b. Financing.
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C Pricing (Table 24, 25, 26, &. 27)
More the n ha1i of the factorie priced exports
ceParately in order to' build the fictory Toyalty and
roduct image and because of price compel ition from local
p
and foreign markets, •ios t manufacturers are likely to be
export,-oriented. As such, they try to suit the market or
even suffer temporary loss in order to penetrate a new
market.
% Pricing is regarded as the most important factor
tiat affected sales in the marketing mix and results in a
of the influence of other marketing factors such
neglect,
as the product itself t distribution chanriels, and promotion
activities. Price. agreements between Hong Kong producers
and foreign importers are still applied.
Pricing of both existing and. neW prouuuuL approached
.Lr1-, e same: criteria which were usually based on cost-plus-
Utller reams of pricing ti1e product were: According
prolil.prof
LO Ur1r, cilEf lest price offered by. buyers iv. Ghe illtertlatiorlul
,
market, the lowest price offered by the local larger,, manu-•
facturer and the lowest price offered by the local largest
manufacturer and the Jokiest price offered by the medium




OPINIONS OF PRICING EXPORTS
PercentageNumber of
of TotalFactories
63. 528Pricing exports separately
16 36. 5Pricing exports not separately
100. 044Total
TABLE 25




To justify the cost of terms of
11. 4payment and foreign exchange 5
rate adjustment
9 . 04To increase the profic margin
19 43. 2To build up image and loyalty
To acquire more orders by pricy
15. 97reduction
Price competition from local









According to the highest price
offered by buyers in the
international market
4 9.0
According to the highest price
offered by the local largest
manufacturer 5 11.4
According to the highest price





Others includa cost plus profit, cost of the product




CRITEnln. OF .PRICING ThE NEW PRODOCT
PercentagaNumber of
of TotalFactories
With reference to the products of
25.0the same type 11
with reference to the retail price overseas
2price overseas 4.5
With reference Lo the wholesaler price overseas
0 0.0Price overseas




Others indicate price fixed on intial quantity
of each new product and to cope with the 'buyer's price in
different markets*
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information among the factories and the business environment in
foreign markets.
T he manufacturers urers still misunderstand the nature and
scope of the marketing concept and management. B ecause of
their unsophistivation the theory that the price of a product
is determined by the interplay of both supply and demand forces
is new to many of the local manufacturers.
D. P romotion A ctivities and M arketing R esearch( T able 2 8,
3 0,& 3 1)
2 3 of 4 4 respondents believed that the modification
of the product mix would contribute most to improvement in
sales and profit. O nly 2 factories considered change of
current. pricing polity and 4 factories regarded the alternation
of existing methods of selling to be beneficial.
P romotion activities, either direct or mass, are
seldom use by the manufacturers who leave the function to'
their agents. S ome large factories promote their activities
in limited aspects, for example, advertising, sample- give-
away, corresponding, or/ and going aboard to contact importers.
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T he establishmentof a marketing research and
development department is restrictive to nearly all the
manufacturersbecause of the limitations on factory size ,
and financial ability .
T he extent of marketingresearch is another dimcn -
sion of the role of marketingin the industry . H owever market -
ing research was virtually non - existent in two - thirds of the
factories , that is , very few factories would make a special
effort in marketing planning , budgeting , forecasting and the
like . T hough a majority of factories consideredthe sales
forecast as the important factor in estimating the market
trends and the factory ' s productioncapacity .
I t was noted that the services rendered by public
and private agencies, such as , the D epartmentof C ommerce
and I ndustry, F ederationf H ong K ong I ndustries, C hinese
M anufacturers' A ssociation, B ong K ong T rade D evelopment
C ouncil , H ong K ong E xport I nsuranceC orporationa d commercial
banks are not particularlyhelpful to the H ong K ong watch
parts industry . P erhaps the manufacturersdon ' t really know
the functions and activities of each organization.
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CHANGES WHICH ROULU CNNTIBUTE MOSY





52.323The range of product ofi ered
2
4.5
The current pricing policy




Others include increased production, improver anti
in Quality. price reduction, regular orde's and don't. know.
TABLE 29















OF THE FACTORS IN COMPUTINGTHE SALES FORECAST*
M ost L ess N ot
I mportant I mportant I mportant I mportant
M arket data 2 1 1 3 0 0
1 0C ompetitor' s progress 1 5 4 5
P roduct development 2 1 5 0
P rofitableS ales mix 1 3 1 2 9 0
T he means of achieving
target of factory 4 1 6 1 4 0
production plan
R espndents' answers which were not completedso
ratings for each factor are not included . .
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TABLE3 1
THE DEGREE OF USEFULNESS
SERVICE REHDERED BY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE AGENCIES
V ery N ot
H elpful H elpful H elpful
C ommerce industry D epartment 1 9 1 87
F ederationof H ong K ong I ndustries 3 5 3 6
C hinese M anufacturers' A ssociation 2 7 3 5
T rade D evelopmentC ouncil 1 5 1 8 1 1
H ong K ong E xport I nsurance
C orporations 1 5 3 8
C ommercial banks 1 0 2 1 1 3




The Hong Kong watch parts industry has established
itself as a fast-growing indusry in the past few years, and
there is undoubltedly potential for very substantial futura
growth. In light of the information obtained from the survey
and discuscugslon of the marketing management of the indu3try,
it is intended that integrated marketing strateglgs and the
future trend for that Hong Kong watch parts indusry be formu-
Iated. The following measures are recommended;
1. The Status and Hole of Marketing Concept
In view of the survey, most of the small and medium
manufacturers were lacking in knowledge about new marketing
techniques. The major strength of the industry is that
factories produce products strletly according to the specifi-
catins of the sustomers. The watch parts industy is sales-
oriented that means the marketing objective of manufacturers
is to be empfasized in terms of receiving more orders.
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The nature of marketing dept:nda on the ur janiza.
tional and product peculiarities of t.the firms There is
eneral agreeilent that the marketine mix consists of' aplace,
product, promotion ar d price, and the factory depends o on t, lee
interplay of each factor. The introduction of all,, marketing
concept to anufdcturers in the industry is ::juergent aria•
,ana as
a necessity, the totsjl marketing rllix and marketing clariage ment
point of view should be receive greceive growing attention.
The marketing conceput for a watch parts manufauren
is to manufacture a product sent through the proper marketing
channel at the right time to the potential buyer. Successful
marketing stratcL ies, on the other hand depend on an inter
dependence of concept and management str ucture
The development of marketing concept and management
can be understaken in tine following ways.
1. Either government or non-government units offer courses
or, seminars in uiarketing.
2. It is suggested that manufacturers having the financial
ability and who realize the importance of implementation
of the marketing concept would be well advised to employ a
r,,arketing consultant to aid in the development of a marketing
department
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2. To build Company Loyalty and Product Image
It was found that some of the local factories
enjoyed a good reputation for the quality of their products
and are supplies of products to leading overseas watch
manufacturers owning famous brands.However, the majority
of factories cater to a market where price is the foremost
consideration and where quality is of not much significance.
In this case, manufacturers should stress the improvement of
product quality.
In order to encourage the manufacturer to meet the
quality and safety standards of foreign countries, it is
recommeded that a government unit should consider initiating
an approved exporter label to be used by the watch parts
manufacturers who have achieved high quality products. The
Federation of Hong Kong Industries has entered into an
agreement with the Federation of Swiss watch Manufacturers
since Novemeber, 1960 whereby watch cases tested and labelled
"tested quality" can be exported to Switzerland. It is
hoped that this kind of action by the Federation will further
success with other countries.
Imitation in design of impoorted watch parts or
samples produced by local manufacturers is common in the
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industry. In the long run, this inringerrment will certainly
destroy the reputation of the industry as a whole. From an
industry view poirnt, innovation in new products and new
designs should be encouraged.
3. To Promota Trade Fairs or Exhibitions
The industry had had several. successful years in
most of the major markets kile the U. s.a. t, Switzerland,
Panama and Vest Germany. It should be noted that there is
increased tough competition from Japan, Singapore, Taiwan
and other Asian countries which manufacture watch parts,
As such, more promotional activities should be introduced,
such as, international trade fairs or exhibitions of bong
Kong made watches or watch parts. A permanent trade fair
or sample showroom established in local and foreign markets
would be worthwhile. The main reasons for developing more
promotional activities can be described as follows:
(i) To find suitable foreign agents or representatives.
(ii) To expand and develop more potential markets.
(iii) To introduce the trade mark of "made in Hong Kong"
to foreign buyers.
(iv) To facilitate the establishment of joint ventures
and manufacturing arrangewents.
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(v) To reinforce the activities of agents already selling
Hong Kong products.
(vi) To help the development of new products.
(vii)' To test new markets for their goods by assessing
reaction from buyers.
4• Avoicling Price Competition among the Local Manufacturers
1 ne mad ority of watch parts manufacturers are Loo
price sensitive and neglect some equally important marketing
strategies. Keen competition is the result of the manufact-
urers getting orders on a very limited profit margin and
very few of them have considered the demand and supply for
a specific item. This is an unsound strategy since it violates
the basic pricing principle that the demand for a product,
its-quality, and the extent of competition should all be
taken into consideration in setting price.
(i) Market Diversification
In the survey, the data showed that Western Europe,
Latin America, Africa'and Japan appear to be the
most promising new markets. Manufacturers should




Product diversification may be restricted to a
certain type of factory in the industry, such as
those facto' ies involve heavy investment and skill-
ful know- how. H owever in the same line of products,
a little modification of design, or style of the
present product line may achieve additional interest.
5. Possibilities of Manufacturing a Completed W atch and
Watch Movement
Complete watch movements are not manufacturered in
Hong Kong owing to the lack of technical know- how acid beaause
of tale extensive capital which would be involved. D mestic
exports of complete watches are entirely dependent on the
supply of movements on imports. Table 32 shows the domestic
expo is of watch complete with foreign made movement and
T able 33 shows the trend in imports of watch movements for
the year 196 a. to 1970.
T here are two alternatives which could be used to
manufacture a coi: lplete watch:
(i) Using of locally-made- watch parts with foreign
imported watch movements. This practice is quite
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TABLE 32
WATCH COMPLETE/WITH FOHEIGN MADE MOVEMEN
XPORTS
% %% SharbShare1968Share1969Share1970Countries
21.319.3 9,83715,64517.1United States 15,455.
2.81,2922.82,3211.01,049Canada
2.31,1030.50.4441 441Switzerland







9.78,104 4,5176.3 7.0Trucial States 6.639
1,842 4,,017.614,29510.010,132Japan
10 .O4,9246.0 7.3518895,841Singapore
2.02.1 9231,750?. 9South Africa 31172
1.56991.092,0 195582,218Australia
10.116.4 7942824.8 10,806Others 15,178
00.0100.00 46,264819161100.090,069Total
IVnt.A- R:xot value in Moo 1.000
Source: Hong Kong Census Statistics Department,
lions Kong Trade Statistics, 1968-1970.
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TAELE3 3
WATCH MOVEMENT( IMPJRT )
% Sgare %Sgare % ShareC ountries 1 9 7 0 S hare 1969 S hare 19 68 S hare
U nited S tates 1 8 1 0 . 1 . 6 4 6 0 . 7 1 5 1 0 . 3
S witzerland 6 8 , 4 5 6 6 3 , 5 1 95 8 . 7 6 9 . 6 3 3 , 9 0 7 5 7 . 8
W est G ermany 1 , 4 1 4 1 . 3 2 . 11 , 9 4 9 1 , 5 7 9 2 . 7
F rance 1 , 0 7 4 0 . 8 8 1 6 0 . 9 1 . 37 8 6
I taly 0 . 23 6 2 2 9 4 0 . 3 0 . 53 0 8
U . S . S . R . 1 3 , 8 9 3 1 1 . 8 1 , 6 9 2 1 . 9 1 0 . 5 8 6 1 8 . 1
T ru cial
S tates 1 , 7 6 2 1 . 5 2 , 8 5 7 3. . 1
J apan 2 5 , 6 3 3 2 1 . 9 1 7 , 6 3 6 1 9 . 3 6 , 4 9 3 1 1 . 1
S ingapore 1 , 0 6 4 0 . 9 1 , 2 9 4 1 . 4 7 8 0 1 . 3
U . D . O ceania1 , 1 1 7 1 . 0 0 . 65 4 7
O thers 1 , 5 8 2 1 . 8 1 2 0 . 1 6 . 94 , 0 4 0
T otal 1 0 0 . 01 1 6 , 5 3 8 l 0 0 . 09 1 , 2 6 2 5 8 , 6 3 0 1 0 0 . 0
N ote : E xportvaluein HK 4 1 , 0 0 0 .
S ource : H ong . K ong C ensus S tatisticsD epartment
H ongK ongT radeS tatistice, 1 9 6 8 - 1 9 7 0 .
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coii.vion in the present environment.
{ ii) Tree second approach is that the manufacturer could
develop his own production of watch wove , ents.
COLCLUSION
In view of past performance, the Hong Kong watch parts
industry has established itself as a fast growing industry in
the past decade, and there is potential for very substantial
further growth, however, under the present circumstances, the
industry is too reliant on the capacity of our factories to
produce watch parts and accessories according to the specifi-
cation of the customers. While it is true that these manu-
facturers do not so seriously take the. marketing management,
and its techniques into account, a majority of the fhe torias
at present cater to a market where price is the forc-most
consideration. The price competition results the rnanuf,cturers
suffering a very low profit margin or loss, and hinders
innovation toward new products. Therefore, there is a noect
for improverient in product quality, changes in design to
cater to the tastes of consumers, diversification of thi
product lino, and diversification of the markets.
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The world market for watches
i5 moving toward popular
br-Arid names which are advertissed and rarKGted ef'1'icientl Y•
Indeed, the market for wutches is essentially brand-or•ientad.
It would be worthwhile for present manufacturers to assenoto assemble
their various watch movements into a complete watch. At
the sage time a distive tjve watch brand should be ii•troduced
It is obvious that skillful marketin and advertisingsing pro.
gramii:es are needed to back such a move toward brand develop-
ment. In fact, lack of marketing skills is one of the ii,a jor
hindrances irn oding the growth of the industry, So the
recognition of tho marketing managec ,ent concept is a necessity
for manufacturers in the industry.
Also in or(uer to achieve the requirement of expert
technical know-ho:r arid heavy investment for local production
of watch movements and complete watches, it would be adv:-ri--
tageous to associate with foreign companies in joint ventures.
Merger of local watch parts factories minght be the answer to
a manufacturer who wn ts to assemble a Comlpoepl watch with
imported watch movecr:ents. This kind of rnufacturing will
minimize the requirements of technological skill, but would
still involve a largo measure of m4rketi ng expertise.
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APPENDIXIII
A SAMPLE LETTER TO FOREIGN COUTRIES
Date
Darr sir,
I am. a second-year student at the LinLute of Business Administration, a graduate gndn Insti-
the Chinese University of Hong d .vi si on of
the : aster s llat7 g• Our Institute offers
brew in. Bu fines s Administration i(M. B. A.)
and raquires cacti student to submit a thea13 based
his research, I am writinb7 'a thesis A of the Hong Kong watch Par entitled, a Study
on r iarketing liana is Industry with Special emphasis
gernent.
I would be very grateful, if you could kindly
send me any iiforrnation you might have about the watch
industry in 40 I would be in Lerested in the
size and structure of the watch industry in
imports and exports of ti'latchcs, watchmovementand pars, andother data relating to the watchindustry.
lour assistance will be most nnnrap Qta.a
Yours sincerel.
Lai Cheung-fai
c.c. Dr. H. 3utu,
Director.





Couritrios 1971 170 1969 1268 1967
Japan 51,0 30.2 57.7 69.8 56.6
West Germany 10.6 4.1 5.0 ii.7 8.7







Total 67.5 49.8 106.5 82. 8 65.3
Hote: Import value in HK,l,000
oourco: iong Kong Census b.tutistics De artiaor:t,





Switzerland103 . 2 173 . 2 228 . 1 101 . 0 117 . 3
UnitedNingdom233. 3 21. 8
Japen30 . 2 77 . 7 9 . 6 4 . 6
U . S . A . 26. 7 31. 6
Westuermany0 . 7 1 . 5 11 . 5 0 . 9
Thailand2 . 5
France5 . 4
MACAU4 . 8 0 . 6
KENYA4 . 3
Total402 . 5 316 . 2 249 . 2 66 . 7 121 . 9





WATCH CASES AND PARS THEREOF
( IMPORT)
Countries 1971 1970 7969 1968 1967
Japan6 , 465 . 4 1 , 460 . 1 2 , 282 . 9 1 , 074 . 3 1 , 111 . 3
WestGermany3 , 633 . 2 2 , 746 . 5 2 , 056 . 7 , 2 , 197 . 1 1 , 059 . 1
Singapore2 , 911 . 7 3 , 097 . 3 359 . 9 5 . 3 39 . 3
Taiwan1 , 503 . 7 749 . 9 203 , 2 53 . 3 16 . 2
Italy 446 . 6 187 . 1 49 . 9
Switzerland362 . 3 572 . 0 535 . 3 228 . 1 864 . 7
United Kingdom 304 . 6 14 . 7
U . S . A 163 . 9 190 . 0 706 . 2 723 . 4 363 . 5
Others 248 . 0 156 . 1 18 . 0 134 . 0 79 . 4
Total16 , 039 . 4 9 , 159 . 0 6 , 368 . 2 4 , 430 . 2 3 , 533 . 5
Noet ： Importvalue in HK $ 1 , 000 .
Source : Hong Kong Census & Statistics Department,
Hong Kong Trade Statistics, 1967 - 1971 .
103APPENDIX I
Please place in for your
SECTLON I - PROFU

















(d) tethers (please secify)
SECTTON II-FISTHTBUTLON CHANNELS
1 Please specify your principal expert markets in order of irnnr,r,inop
Markets. Approximate(a) Mnst important
(h) Irnpnr.tant
(c) Least important
12 Plase indcate the approximate % of youi sales from the. following
types of Customers.
(a) Assemblers Approximate
(b) Watch houses (wholesalers)
(c) Retailers
(d) Wciuch house agents
e) Others (please secify)
3 Ary you satisfied with your channels of distriutiniA9
( a). Completely satisfied.
(b) Satisfied.
(c)Somewhat dissatisfied
APPENDIX IV - 4
CLOCK AND WATCH PAKTS N.E.S.
(IMPORT)
Countries 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967
West
Germany 5,274.0 4,622.1 3,270.9 3.604.0 3 ,333.6
Switzerland4 It 206.2 2, 268.1 385.7 214.8329.9
Japan 4,191.5 4,550.3 3,687.9 2,138.23 ,710.9
Taiwan 2,696.3 1,183.0 253.4 89.3
France 689,5 476.6 680.2 64.3497.1
U.S.A. 363.7 1.126.7 510.1 434.4 49.7
Tha iland 438.1 261.8
Singapore 176.9 260.2 207.4 6.0 1.9
0chers 365.3 303.4 246.7 122.5 68.6
Total 18.301.5 15,202.2 8.794.19,242.3 5.871.1
Note: Import value in HK ,1,000.
Souece: Hong kong census & Statistics Department.







Countries 1971 1970 961969 1968
Japan 2,352.6 1,66795 834.8 407.8 486.2
Switzexralnd 10233 .3 2.269.3 1,523.9 592.5 9 53.3
Germany 655.3 295.7 453 9 8
774.0 588.3 499.4 1,239
Macau 430.7 69.9 470..252.4
`Taiwan
196.8
Singapore 109.4 4.7 7.4 1698 11.3
China 99.0 298o7 599 0 6 31.8 4+ 0.1
Qthers 315.3 16.2 52.3 10.9 61.6
Total o,393.3 6, 69.9 4,035.5 1,918.2 3,69497
Note: Import value in HK 1,000
yourco: Hong Kong Census & statistics Department,
Hong Con Gracie Statistics,. 1967-1971
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